By virtue of a Warrant from the Executors late of John Mead Esq. on the 15th day of June 1797, to me granted and to have and to hold all and singular the Tracts of Land and Beginning at 1st a Stone hock Tapping corner to a Survey made by James Blacksmith and extending thereon with the said Survey Line 50 Rods to B, Black oak corner to John Garrett Survey thereon with the Line 30 Rods to C, a Box oak corner to Thomas Gregg Survey thereon with the Line 50 Rods to D, Three small Black oak corner to William Ad and Thorne with Lead line 50 Rods to E, a small Box oak corner to Richard Brown thereon with Dedicated Line to F, a Black oak thereon 50 Rods to G, a Conifer thereon 50 Rods to H, A Black oak thereon 50 Rods to I, Three Black oak thereon 50 Rods to J, in the first Station containing 182 Acres.

Survey'd this 3d day of the 8th month April 1798.
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